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Continued widE'Sp~ad (ontamination of shallow drinking w~ter aquifers by
microbial pathogens and ( hemicaJ wastes has resulted in an increased interest in
the factors that rontrol bacterial transport through groundwater. It has been
hypothesized that degradation of highly mobile and persistent groundwater
contaminants may be facilitated by ootransport of indigenous bacteria that have
berome acclimated to their degradation (Harvey and Barber, submitted). RKenl
advances in the application of molecular genetics have enhanced the feasibility of
employi ng genetically engin~red microorganisms for aquifer restoration. How·
ever, the success of many schemes that employ genetic technology in in situ
treabnent of organkally contaminated aquifers involves, in part, the ability of the
engin~red organism to reach the contaminant·affected area in the aqujfer.
The m~ment of nonindigenous bacteria through aquifers ha s long been a
publk health concern, since ronlamination of water supply wells by microbial
pathogens has contributed significanlly 10 Ihe number of waterborne disease
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outbruks (Keswick, 1984). A frequent problem nolating to the domestic 11M' of
untreated groundwater involves transport through the aquifer of diseaSol'-('.ausing

bacteria from conlamiN.tioto

$OU1ffi

upgndient. particularly from septic tanks,

domestic waste lagoons, landfills, and on-land dispoMl facilities for domestic
effluents. Thl:' reported ability of bacteria to move through limestone (Kingston.
1943) and fractured bedrock (AUen and Morrison, 1973) is 1'I 0t surprising. However,
there an! also • number of ,*"",rvatioru suggesting transport of pathogenic a nd

enteric " indicator" bacteria over klng: distances (400 to 1,000 m, horizontally)
through II variety of other aquifers, including priKlIes, gnV<:'ls, sand and gravel,
stony sill loam, and even fine sand (Dappert, 1932; Me~ll, 1967; Sinton, 1980;
Anan'evand Oemin, 1971; Kudryavtseva, 1972; Martin and Noonan, 1977). Often,
such observations are difficult to interpret because the source lelUl(S) was illdefined. Nevertheless, b@lweeon 1971 and 1982, over 75% of Ihe reported ill~
of known etiology ",lating to ~ consumption o f inadequately treated or untrellted
groundwater involved pathogenic bacte"", (Craun, 1985).
Unfortunately, the ability to model groundwater flow through the subsurface
greatly exceeds aur understanding of the factors which affect transport of indigenous and nonindigenous bocteria (Yates and Yates, 1988). Presently, predictive
modeling of bacterial transport through contaminated. groundwater is problematic
and then'is a scarcity of field data deriving from controlled, in situ experiments. It
is dear that improvements in ll1.Ith@matkal models that involve transport o f
bacteria in groundwater will req~ a better understanding of the various mechanisms and abiotic ~nd biotic factors involved in bacterial migration through porous
media. T""nsport of bocteria through contaminated groundwater is affected. by a
number of factors in addition to the geologial and hydrological characteristics of
the aquifer itself. Thesoe biotic and abiotic factors include bacterial growth,. predation by eucaryotic microorganisms, pll3sitism by bocteriophages (bacteria-SpecifIC
viruses) and predatory bacteria (Bddlwibrio sp.), If'is under unfavorable condi~
tions, changes in bacterial size and propensity for attachmtont to solid surf~C"e!I in
response to alterations in nutrient conditions, spore formation in the case of some
gram-positive species, sorption and biological adhesion to solid surfaces, detachment from surfaces, and straining. This chapter discuS51'S il number of these factors
in the context of modeling.

APPROACHES TO MODELING
The modeling of bocteriaJ transport is complicated by il number of factors that
an substantively affed bacterial transport behavior. Several of these factors may be
iflterreliloted through other pl"OC'eS5e5. For example. the chemical (including nutrient) conditions ifl the groundwater may influence several processes (e.g .• survival,
growth. attachment, and detachment) affecting abundance of bacteria traveling
through the aquifer. Figure I depicts many of these factors and the manner ifl
which they il,," iflterrelated.. For the PUrpo5l'S of constructing a t""nsport model. it
is useful to consider the major pl"OC'eS5e5 that substantively change the abundance
of unattached bacteria within a unit of aquifer sediment. These facton indude
iflteraction with 50lid surfaces (reversible ilnd irreven;ible ilttachment and detachment), predation and parasitism, straining,. transport (advective, diffusivt', flagellar), and lysis (Fig. 2). A number of these !ilctOTS (e.g .• in situ predation and
growth) remain poorly understood for groundwater environments. and how best
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to describe them mathematically is unclear, However, because of the complexity
involved in integrating the various controlling factors into bacterial transport
models, the modeling apprwch may be as important as the mathematical descrip-

""".

Models foe describing subsurface transport of badem. .... ve employed both
conc:eptual and dilta-based approaches, Rerenl theoretical models involving microbial transport through porous media (Corapcioglu and Haridu, 1984, 1985) .... ve
incorporated a number of governing J>"'X"'S5"S depicted in Fig, 1 and 2, However,
verifiCliition of I'ldsting theoretiClilI models by field observation is problematic, owing
to the complexity of the models and the number of parameters thai need to be
de:tennined a priori, The predictive val,* ollhese models appea~ to be limited; in
some cases, the degree of transport is significantly unclerpredided, even when the
model paramete~ are stressed 10 permissible limils (Gennann et aI" 1987),
Nevertheless, comprehensive theoretical models serve 10 provide a conceptual
framework for the development of more realistic models that ani" grounded with
6eJd observations, More aocurate modelt will undoubtedly be developed as
knowledge is gained about the parameters that govem baderialtransport through
the aquifer,
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Fig"''''' 2. S<:hematk l'I.'p1""Sentlition of factors aff.-.;ting 1M mass

baLan~

of ",nattKh«!

baC1eria in . unit of aquif~r sediment.

As a JeSuit of both laboratory and field transport investigations, important
advances have been made towa rd a better understanding of key processes
governing microbial migration through aquifers. Columns packed with subsurface
material allow experiments to be conducted with much gl'E'3ter control than is
possible in fie ld studies. Such experiments have allowed a clearer delineation of
severa l factors governing microbial transport through the sub$urfac@,includingthe
effects of si>:e-dep<!ndent exclusion from small por05ity (Bales et ai., 1989), survival
(Bitton et aI., 1979), sorption (Hendricks et aI. , 1979). and bacterial growth and taxis
(Reynolds et aI., 1989; Jenneman et aI. , 1985; Bosma et al.. 1988). Column
experiments have also proven useful in studying transport behavior of genetically
engineered bacteria before they are released into the subsurface (fl'E'vors et aI.,
1990). However, it has also been shown that transport of microbes through
subsurface sediments that have been repacked into columns can differ from that
observed in the field, even when flow velocity, porosity, and physicochemical
conditions are similar (Harvey, 1988). Therefore, thf overall mathematical descriptions of bicterial transport through aquifers may neeessitate more information
derived from field in vestigations, since repacking into columns can destroy the
original serondary (preferred f1owpath) pore structure (Smith et ai., 1985).
There have been few reported attempts to model in situ observations of
bacterial transport through a portion of an aquifer. One such model was used 10
simu Late breakthrough CUrves for fluorochrome·labeled indigenous bacteria (w hole
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population) ltur.t had been injected into 503ndy aquifer $@d iments 7 m upgradient
frQm an evenly spaC@<! network of multilevel observation wells (Harvey and
Garabedian, in press) , n.e instrumented site is part of the U.S. Geological Survey's
groundwater oontamination study aft'a involving an unconfined glacial outwash
aquif~r near Otis Air FOKe Base on Cape Cod, Mas5achuseIlS. Conslruction of the
hydrologic portion of the model was facilitated by the coinjection of a conservative,
non reactive tracer with the labeled bacteria. Employment of a solute transport
model in the simula tion of microbial transport through saturated $@dimenthasalso
been employed in column e~periment5 wilh nonsorbing viruse!i (Grondin and
Gerba, 1986). The model deso:ribed by Harvey and Garabedian (in p«"Ss) indudes
terms for storage, advection , dispersion, and reversible and in-eversible adsorption,
and it handles physical heterogeneity within the bacterial population and the
aquifer by su perimposition of separate solutions. This detenninistic approach was
salisfactory over short distances (Harvey and Garabedian, in press) because Ihe
length of the layers having similar conductive properties (as delineated by hydrau lic conductivity profiles) appears to be on the order of several meters (Hess, 1989).
However, the modeling of transport over longer distances or thicknesses of the
aquifer would necessitate a stochastic approach because it wou ld be difficult to
define aquifer structure detenninistically at a larger scale. Both stochastic and
deterministic approaches that allempt to account for phySical heteroseneity are
facilitated by information concerning the variability of hydraulic paramett'l'S within
the aquifer.
Allhough the effect of aquifer pore structure upon microbial lransport is
beyond the 5OOPl' of this chapter, it is dear thai models describing bacterial
transport in groundwater must take geohydrology into .. emunl. This is particularly
importa nl where preferred flow path (macropol1') st ructure significantly influences
Ihe microbe's apparent downgradient mobility. In ... number of groundwater tracer
studies, miCTOOrg~ni5m5 introduC@<! into an aquifer appeared to travel faster than
would be predicted from groundwater flow musu~menls, since their peak arrival
at downgradient samplers occurred in advance of the conservative tracer. This
phenomenon has been observed for yeasts (Wood and Ehrlich, 1978), for bacteria
(Champ and Schroeter, 1988; Harvey et aI. , 1989), and, in sand-packed columns, for
viruses (Grondin and Gerba, 1986). The apparent retardation of conservative tracer
l1'!ative to bacteria in small-scale tracer tests wa s most significant in fractured rock
(Champ and Schmeter, 1988) and least significant in sand and gravel (Harvey 1'1 a!.,
1989; Harvey and Garabedian, in press; Havemeister 1'1 aI. , 1985). Clearly, a key
parameler governing Iransport of bacteria in groundwater involves the portion of
the tolal porosity that is available for fluid flow, but unavailable for bacterial
transport.

MODES O F MACROSCOPIC M IG RATION
Transport of bacteria through groundwater can involve several mechanisms.
Three non diffusive modes are con tinuous Iransport, discontinuous (intermillenl)
transport, and tactic migration (Fig. 3). All three modes of bacterial migration may
be common to both indigenous and nonindigenous bacteria in groundwater.
However, the conlributions of each type are often poorly unders tood and depend
upon the geohydrology, mineralogy, type of bacte ria, and physical and chemical
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3. Schemlllic depiction of three modH of bocte,;,,! migration
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conditions of the aquifer. Facilitated migration of bacteria within a nonaqueous
phase (e.g .. micelh.,Jar tran 'port ) ill not considered here.
Continuous (Unmardedl Transport
"Continuous" is used here to refer 10 the .. nimpeded. advective movement of
unattached bacteria through a section of the aquifer and implies an absence of
retardation. Continuous transport is likely to be most significant within large
fractures or macropores or in aquifers with high flow rates, eleva ted concentrations
of readily degraded organic carbon, and low amounts of clay. fine !.edimenls, and
tota l dIssolved so~d5. There are many conditions that affect the degree to which
continuous transport contributes to the large-scale mobility of groundwater bacte-

n..

There is some evidence for continuous transport in several small -scale groundwater injection and recovery experiments, where breakthrough curv", of bacteria at
d owngradienl $ampler'S were compared w ith those of conservative tracers (Champ
and Schroeter. 1988; Harvey et al ., 1989; Hat'V('y and Garabedian, in press;
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Havemeisteret aI., 1985). Be.:ause of the high degree of attenuation (immobilitation
of bacteri~ a t solid surfaces). these eKperiments have been conducted over limited
dlstances (2 to 30 mI. The simultaneou s arrival of the peal concentrations of
conservati~ tr~cer and labeled bacteria at downgradient .samplers in forced- and
natural-gradient investigations performed at the Cape Cod groundw~ter study site
(Harvey et al., 1989; Harvey and Garabedian, in press) suggests that many of the
bacteria tra veled through the sandy aquifer sediments in a relatively unimpeded
manner. However, the appearance of some of the labeled bacteria after concentrations of the conservative tracer had declined to undetectable levels also suggested
that at least some of the oocteria were subject to intermittent (retarded) transport,
presumably as a result of interactions with solid surfaces. Furthermore, the
concentration histories of the labeled bacteria at .samplers downgradient in Ihe
Jatter experiments (Harvey and Garabedian. in press) were sU<XE'ssfully modeled
assuming both continuous and intermittent transport mechanisms were operative,
Retarded (Intermittent) Transport
Bo.>cause of sorptive losses of unattached oocteria from moving groundwater to
stationary surfaces, retarded transport would be expected to be more significant
over longer distances, particularly in acidic or neutral-pH groundwater moving
through relatively fine-grained sediments. Intermittent transport refers to the slow,
di500ntinuou5 migration of bacteria through an aquifer. This can involve travel with
groundw~ter flow. attachment to solid surfaces, and subsequent detachmen t and
travel of at least a portion of the attaching population. However, adherent oocteria
may become irreversibly adsorbed by an active process involving the use of highly
surface-active, extracellular bridging polymers (exopolymer) (discussed under
Sorption, below). Bacteria attached to solid surfaces with eKOpolymer mar not be
able to degrade their own exopolymer and are likely 10 be incapable 0 further
transport , Therefore, detachment and subsequent transport of adherent groundwater bacteria likely involves weakly (reversibly) adsorbed cells or daughter ceUs in
microcolonies that are associaled with other surface-attached bacteria, but not
directly with the surface.
The role of intermittent transport in the movement of bacteria through aquifers
remains poorly understood, This type of transport can be subsl.1ntially retarded
due to long surface residence times. Retardation factors (ratio of groundwater flow
velocity to bacterial migration velocity) as high as 10.0 have been reported for
bacterial transport through .sandy aquifers in Germany (Mallhess et aI., 1988).
Although a much slower process, intennillent transport may be important both in
the movement of subsurface bacteria over geological time and as a mechanism by
which large areas of contaminated aquifers are eventually seeded with specific
types of oocteria from the surface environment.
Tactic and

Trans~ru

Migration

Movement of motile groundwater bacteria in response to chemical gradients,
herein referred to as "chemol.1ctic migration," can involve movement via flagella
toward or away from higher concentrations of a given nutrient Or chemical. Many
bacteria in aquifers appear to be motile (Harvey and Garabedian, in press) and
presumably capable of directional loromotive response to certain chemical stimuli.
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Chemotactic migration is proportional to the population density and 10 the
concentration gradient of the atlnlcting chemical. Growth of indigenous bacterial
populations in unoontaminated grQundwater envirQnments is often limited by a
Lack of sulfident dissolved organic carbon that can be readily utili~ed as an energy
sou rce . This also appears to be the case for at least some oontamlnated aquifers
such as the one at Cape Cod (Smith and Duff, 1988). The presence of spatial
gradients in organic poUutants may be important to the net movement of bacteria
through contaminant plumes, particularly in the vertical direction, where there is
typically a low degree of dispersivity.
Bacterial movement in porous media due to chemotaxis can be substantially
faster than that due to random thermal (Brownian) motion. ' enneman et al. (1985)
demoo5lrated Ihat the rate of ""cterial penetration through Dere" ,",nd~ton" cores
in the presence of a SUCIQSe gradient was ~ to eightfold higher for a motile
bacterium, [II/nobile/no IIrnl8rnes, than fOI a nonmotile bacterium, KJtbsitll~ P"tuIMIIWt. Observed rates of penetration by chemotitClic bacteria in the sand stone core
el<pl'riments ranged up to 0.1 1 mlday. This rate of movement suggests that motility
may be an important meehanism in th~ movement of bacteria through oontamina ted , porous rock aquifers with low flow rates. A model which combines
matht'lllatical descriptions for chemotactic response with those for microbial
growth by Monod kinetics was used by Bosma et a1. (1988) to successfully simulate
the degradation of 1,2-dichiorOOenzl'Ile in soil columns inoculated with P~~domo
I1IIS sp. strain PS2. The term used in their model to describe chemotactic movement
of the pseudomonads is
ilX z
ilt

-K.!..
ilz

[x ac]
ilz

(I)

where K" is the chemotactic coefficient, which has the units of centimeters squared
per liter per microgram per hour; X is bacterial abundance; l is the longitudinal
space coordinate; C is the concentration of the organic substrate; and t is time.
Recently it was reported that penetration of motile strains of [schnichill cofi thrQugh
Ottawa sand-packed cores under anaerollic, nutrient-sa turated conditions occurred
four times faster than for nonmotile mutants (Reynolds et a1.. 1989). However,
motile, nonchemotactk mutants penetrated the cores faster than did the chemotactic parental strain, suggesting that chemotactic response may not be required for
enhanced transport of motile bacteria through unconsolidated porous media. In the
absence of chemical gradients, taxis would be random and should also have the
effect of increasing the apparent dispt'rsion of the bacterial population being
transported.
IMMOBILIZATION
In many situations involving transport of bacteria in groundwater, the e:dent
of horizontal migration will be governed largely by the d~ to which the bacteria
become immobilized at solid surfaces. This is particularly true for indigenous
groundwater bacteria that are well adapted to the low-nutrient conditions and,
therefore, can survive for long periods of time in the near-absence of organic
substra te. The two meehanisms «'5ponl'ible for the permanent immobilization of

unattached bacteria from groundwater moving through porous media are straining
and Irreversible adsorption. Although the two mechanisms are often trealed Ihe
same in micmbial tran5port models, they ca n lead to quite different results. From a
physieal point of view, straining preferenliaUy removes the larger bacteria, whereas
the opposite is true for sorption. Also, the manner in which the capture effidency
of the sediment for bacteria, via straining and sorption, changes over time as the
aquifer sediment "filter" develops can be substantially different. Therefore, it is
desirable to treat straining and sorption separately in modeling transport of bacteria
through porous media. "This may require a priori knowledge of the grain and
bacterial size distributions and the d l'gree of ph ysica l heterogeneity of the aqu ifer.
Strlining
Straining refers to the immobilization of suspended bacteria that occurs when
they get caught in pore openings smaller than their limiting dimensions. It has been
observed in porous media column experiments that strained particles can be
dislodged and resuspended by flow reversal, but not by increases in flow velocity
(Sakthivadivel, 19(6). Straining is thought to be an important me<:hanism of
immobilization in porous media when the average diameter of the free-living
bacterial population is greater than 5% of that for the stationary sediment particles.
This is based, in pari, upon resul ts of flow-through column experiments in whk h
the effect of grain diameter upon removal of fine suspensions wa s assessed (Her:r:ig
et al., 1970). For ratios of media grain diameters to suspended pa rticle diameters
(d", ld,J of 2Q and 50, it was observed that only 0.53% and 0.053 %, respectively, of
the bed volume would be ruled by strained partkles.
In highly heterogeneous media, such as aquifer sediments, criteria for strain·
ing tMI art' ba*<1 solely upon average grain and coUoid diameters can be
inaccurate, since sediments are typically characterized by a w ide di stribution of
intergranular pore sizes. It has been suggested that for bacterial tran sport through
sed iments. the ratio of the bacterial diameter (d p ) to the critical pore size in
sediments must be greater than 1.5 for strai ning to occur (Matthess and Pekdl'ger,
1985), i.e.:

d,

..,, 1.5
f~.

(2)

where f . is the empirical transit factor for suffu sion and is related to the
heterogeneity of the porous media, a nd dIe is tm. hydraulic eq uivalent diamet .. r of
pore cana ls. The Jailer parameter is equivalent 10 0.455 U""td 17, where U is the
uniformity CQ@ffidcnt{calculatedasd""ld,olandt i5theratioofvoid to solid volume
in the medium. The parametersd", d(,O> and d,g are the grain diameters at which 17,
60, and 10%, respectively, of the particulate mass is of a smaller size. For sediments
with unifonn grain diameters. straining of most bacteria would not be predicted
even for coarse silt (0.02- to O.06-mm grain size), since the critical pore size may be
estimated to be - 7 ",m. However, it is estimated that over 10% of the pores in some
heterogeneou s sands are small enough to interfere with bacterialtransporl (Matthess and Pekdeger, 1985).
In field experiments, the contribution of strai ning in immobili.tation of bacteria

" ......,
traveling through heterogeneous, sandy aquifer sediments is often difficult to

ascertain. In small-SClle (2 10 7 m), fofCed- and natural-gradient tracer experimenlll
(Harvey et aI., 1989). involving various sixes 0{ baderia-sixed micro!lpheres moving

through sandy aquifer sediments (0.59 mm, median grain size), straining did not
appear to be a significant determinant of immobilization. The observed increase in
the average diameter of the polydispel"S@d suspension of microspheres during
transport downgradient could be accurately simulated by 5Orptive-fillralion theory
(Harwy lind Garabedian, in presS) and was inconsistent with what would be
expected with straining. In contrast, slr.. ining is Likely to be an important cause of
immobilization of bacteria traveling through silt (2 to 50 jl.m) and, in the absence of
fractu~s. reasonably precludes oocterial transport through clayey layers in an
aquifer. However, straining of bacteria traveling through heterogeneous, highly
stratified sandy aquifers cannot be OIlerlooked, particularly if longer travel distances (e.g., hundreds of meters) are considered. This is bet:iluse bacteria may
encounter a number of conductive byers, some of which can cont;tin substantial
amounts of silt. Straining may also be a factor in wastew;tter inj-ertion, since
buildup o f biofilm may restrict pore sizes in porous media adjacent to the well
~n. A thorough discussion of st raining and clogging is given by McDowellBoyer et al. (19$6).

So"l'tion
MedtaniSlic modeling of baderial "'rption that o<xun during transpon
through an aquifer is complicated by the existence of different mechanisms for
attachment, changes in bacterial surface properties and s~ in ~sponse 10
alterations in environmental conditions, changes in the nature of attachment due 10
biological processes, and the helerogen~U5 and com plex nalure of both bacterial
and aquifer surfaces.
Surf,ce properties
A primary determinant of the degre<! of bacterial attachment during transport
through sandy or gravelly aquifers involves lhe characteristics of the surfaces
involved. Several studies involving bacterial ;ttt;tchment to synthetic material have
focused upon the surface characteristics of the abiotic solid. The two paTllmeten of
the solid phase which appear to be the more important controls of bacterial
attachment are hydrophobidty (which involves the unfavorable reorientation of
water molecules around nonpobr mole<:ules) and surface charge. Retcher and Loeb
(1979) demonstrated that both hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions were
involved in bacterial attachment. However, the degn-e of substratum hydrophobidty wa s the more important determinant of sorption onlo hydrophobic surfaces,
whereas the surface charge appeared to conlrol50rption onto hydrophilic surfaces.
Paul and Jeffrey (1985) suggested separate mechanisms governing att;tchment of
Vibrio proItoJytial onlo hydrophilic and cnlo hydrophobic surfaces.
Many recenl investigations involving the controls of bacterial sorption in
aquatic envir(lnmenls have focused on the role of surface properties characterizing
both microbe and abiotic solid. Bacterial cell hydrophobidty has been observed to
affect bactt!rial altachment to a variety of materials, including glass (Kj('lleberg and
Hermansson, 1984), polystyrene (McEldowney and Flelcher, 1986; van Loosdrecht
el at., 1987b; Rosenberg, 1981), mineral particles (quartz, albite, feldspar, and
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Fillure t . Rttation~l\ip bttwftn bacttrial adllesion

10 (a) .ulflt"';!
poIysty ....... (l\ydrophobK) or (b) glass (I\ydropl\ilic) lNi bacterial

surface characttristics as determined by ronlle! angle mu.u ......
menl and elKiropl\oretic mobility (f1'prod~cN with !",nnw ion
hom van looodnocltt et at. , 199Ob).

magnetite) (Stenstrom, 1989; Stenstrom and Kjelleberg. 1985), and whole sediments (van loosdrecht et al., 199Ob). Cell hydrophobicity may also have a role in
detennining the kinetics of initial bacterial attachment onto some surfaces. In one
study involving sorption of 15 different isolates of ~wlonuJlUI$ UTuginosa onto
stainless steel, cell hydrQphobicity co~lated strongly with the sorption rate
constant (Vanhaecke et aI. , 1990). A number of bacterial surface components are
thought to CIlntribute to cell hydrophobicity, including fimbriae, proleins A and M,
prodigiosin (a pigment), core oligosaceharides, or OUier membrane lipids. Bacterial
surface hydrophobic components (hydrophoblns) and the role of hydrophobic
interaction. in bacterial adhesion art' rt'viewed in detail by Rosenberg and Kjelleberg (1986).
Several studies have demonstfilted correlations between the degree of bacterial
attachment to solid surfaces and the magnitude of charge on the bacterial su rface
(Feldner et aI., 1983; van Loosdrecht "t ai. , 1987b). However, only recently has Ihe
combined effect of bacterial cell hydrophobicity (which can be inferred from water
drop contact angle measurt'menl) and surface charge (which can be estimated from
electrophort'tic mobility data) upon the propensity of bacteria for attachment to

both hydrophobic and hydrophilic ,unaces been put into a proper perspective (van
LoosdTKht (>1 aI. , 1987a, 1987b; van Loosdrechl et aI. , 1990b). The relationship
between the combined effects of a bacterium's electrophoretic mobility and hydrophobicity upon fractional adsorption is depicted in Fig. 4 for hydrophobic polystyrene (Fig. 4a) and hydrophilic glass (Fig. 4b). It is dear that the relative importance
of hydrophobicity and surface charge with regard to bacterial sorption i5 different
for hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces. However, maximal sorption onto both
types of surfaces in the investigations of van Loosdrecht e\ al. (199(lb) was evident
for uncharged, highly hydrophobic cells.
There is a dearth of information relating bacterial and grain surface characteristics to bacterial sorption behavior in the aquirer. Most surfares in the aquifer
would be expected to be hydrophilic or only slightly hydrophobic. 5<:holl el al. (in
press) reportt'd Ihal , in Ihe absence of organic carbon, the surfaC(' charge of various
minerals (quartz, muscovite, limes lone, and iron hydroxide-coalt'd quartz and
mUKQvite) was the primary delenninant of sorption for a slightly hydrophilic
(contact angle measurt'ment of 30") bacterium (Lula-D) isolated from a sandy
aquifer in Oklahoma. However, bacterial hydrophobicity may have a significanl
role in the initial attachmenl of bacteria moving through aquifer sediments,
particularly where organic matter is present on mineral surfaces. Indeed, both
hydrophobic attraction and electrostatic repulsion were necessary to explain Ihe
sorptive lendencies of a variety of bacteria in the presence of Rhine River sediment
(0.05% organic carbon) (van Loosdrecht et aI., 199Ob).
There is growing evidence suggesting that extracellular appendages (fimbriae,
flagella , and hold fasts) can farililate sorption of bacteria, sometimes under conditions that would otherwise be energetically unfavorable. Adhesion of Salmol1~/Q
typhirnuriunr to a variety of mineralsurflKE's (albite, biotite, feldspar, magnetite, and
quam) was observed to be markedly enhanced by the presence of fimbriae
(Stenstrom and Kjelleberg, 1985), and R05('nberg et a1. (1982) demonstratt'd that
thin fimbriae on AcilldoWdn aI/roArdi,.,., enhanced its attachment to polystyrene.
The role of fimbriae in the adhesion of bacteria to surfaces is thought to involve
localized patches of positive charge and the appan.nt ability of Ihe fimbriae to
penetrate the electrostatic energy barrier between the bacterium and a like-charged
surfaCE' (Isaacson, 1985). Fimbriae are found almost exclusively among the gramnegalive bacteria and may be common featu~ of many indigenous and "pollutant" bacteria found in contaminated aquifers. Flagella also appear to facilitate
sorption of bacteria to at least some inorganic surfaCE'S (Fletcher, 1979). Although
the mechanism is not clea r, flagella-induced motion (motility) appears to be
insufficient to overmme the electrostatic barrier adjacent to a like-chargt'd surface
(Marshall et al., 1971), but flagella, tikI' fimbriae, can arparenll y directly sorb to
surfa"",s (Doe15oCh and Sjoblad, 1980). The relevance 0 morphologically distinct
attachment structures called holdfasls to bacterial attachment in the groundwaler
environment is not known. However, a few species known to have holdfast-type
structures are found in the subsurface. A review of the older (pre-1980) literature
involving the role of microbial surface structu~ in attachment to surfaces is
provided by Corpe (1980).
The role of extracellular polymers (exopolymerJ in the initial attachment of
bacteria is somewhat unclear. Allison and Suthe rland (1987) reported that an
exopolymer-producing bacterial isolate attacht'd to glass to the same degree as a
non-polymer-producing mutant. In contrast, exopolymer produced by a marine
P5n4,wmotlQs sp. measurably affected il$ degree of adhesion to hydrophobic surfaces

(Wrangstadh et aI. , 1986). Undoubtedly, the role of e~opolymer in the initial
attachment of bacteria to solid surfan-s depends upon the nature of the exopolymer, both surfaces, and the physicochemical conditions. However, it is clear that
e~opolymer has a key role in the time-dependent irreversible adhesion of bacteria
to ,urfaces. which will be discussed in more detail in a subsequent section.

Model, for bacterill alt.lchmen l
An important control of bacterial immobilization occurring in porous aquifers
involves the rate at which bacteria encounter st.ltionary surfaces. For this reason, a
number of transport models involving subsurfao- transport of microbes have
incorporated filtration theory into descriptions of immobiliUltion. The colloid
filtration model of Yao et al. (1971), often employed to describe removal of colloidal
particles during deep-bed fIltration in water treatment applications. was used to
aOO)unt for immobilization in theoretical models describing bacterial transport
through porous media (Corapcioglu and Haridas, 1984; Matthes, and Pekdeger,
1981) and, more recently, in in situ bacteria transport experiments involving a
contaminated, sandy aquifer (Harvey and Garabedian, in press). The colloid
mtration model has the advantage of being relatively simple, aOO)unting for the
abiotic meehanisms by which bacteria contact stationary solid surfao-s, and
reasonably predicting the effect of 0-11 size upon the rate of bacterial deposition.
However, there is some uncertainty involving buoyant densities of bacteria in the
aquifer, the effect of bam rial motility, and how to mathematically treat some of the
physical differences between situations of groundwater flow through sandy aqui fers and rapid , packed-bed filtriltion for which the model w as developed. In
addition, filtriltion theory does not ilOO)unt for differences in surface characteristics
among bacteria. However, filtration theory appears to be useful in a multiromponent description of immobilization in transport models involving bacteria in sandy
aquifers (Harvey and Garabedian, in press).
The filtration model considers three meehanisms by which suspended particles
come into contact with stationary solid surfaces, I.e., Brownian motion (diffusion ),
sedimentation due to gravity, and physical interception resulting from the sizes of
the stationary and suspended particles. An important parameter is the single
collector efficiency, '"I, which is the rate at which suspended. particles strike a single
porous medium grain divided by the rate at which they approach the su rface. The
collector efficiency represents the phySical factors detennining microbial contact
with grain surfaces and is the algebraic sum of collector efficiency caused by
diffusion, interception, and settling (Fig . 5). If close-approach effects are neglected. ,
collector efficiency may be estimated by the equation of Vao et al. (1971):

<T ]21;1

'"I '" '"1 0 + '"II + 'lG '" 0.9 - [ jUl,dv

+ 1.5 (d,ld)l

+

(Pr - p)gd/

18 ....v

(3)

where '"1 0 is the colloid-rollector collision caused by Brownian motion; '"I , is the
coIloid-roUector collision caused by interception; 'Ie is the colloid-rollector collision
caused by settling; k is the Bolt:unan constan t; T is the solute temperature; .... is the
fluid viSCO$ity; d~ is the bacterial diameter; p is the fluid density; Pr is the bacterial
density (specific gravity of bacterial biomass); v is the fluid velOCIty; and g is the
gravitational constant. An equation describing '"I that utilizes a similar trajectory
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approach, but includes hydrodynamic "'tard_lion and London-van de. Waals
interaction fota's, is provided by Rajagopalan and Tien (1976).
For mixed bacterial populations, 'T) must be determined separately for each size
c\ass. The effect of buoyant density and eel! size upon collection efficiency for
bacteria moving through sandy aquifer sediments is depicted in Fig. 5. As indicated
by the minima in the Tt-versus-slze function in Fig. 5, Ihe optimal size for tfllnSport
of bacteria with near-neutral buoyancy through the sandy $edimenls of the Cape
Cod aquifl'1'islikely 2 to 3 11m (diameter). In general. diffusion predominates forthe
0.2- to !-14m size classes of bacteria typic.llly found in groundwater environments.
The model predkts that smaller bacteria within this size range will be immobilized
on solid surfaces at faster rates than will larger bacteria. This prediction is
oonsi,tent with results of a recent groundwater injection and recovery experiment
in which 0.2·, 0.7-, and 1.J.",m (diameter) microsphefl's wen' employed (Harvey et
al .. 1989).
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Collector effidency, 11, is related to the flux of bactma that become irreversibly
sorbed in the porous media they al'1! moving Ihrough by the so-called collision
efficiency, Q , Q, which represenls the physicochemical factors determining bacterial
attachment 10 grain surfaces. is generally determined eXJH'rimentally based upon
observed immobilization rates of Ihe suspended particles and theoretical values of
11 (Tobiason ~nd O'Melia, 1988). For a pulse injection of bacteria and conserva tive
tracer into ~ sandy or gravelly aqllifer where Ihe longitudinal disper$ivily is sman
relative to the travel distance, .. may be estimated by the following (Harvey and
Garabedian. in prus);

.-

-d In (RB)

1.5(1

B) "'lXt

(' )

whel'1! d is Ihe median grain diamder; & is the porosity; x t is the travel distance; and
RB is the ratio of relative (injectate-nonnalized) masses of bacteria 10 conservative
tracer apJH'aring at the sampling point (Harvey et aI. , 1989). However, co is probably
not constant and may vary spatially within the aquifer. This is be.::ause co deJH'nds,
in part, on the aqUifer characteri!tics, which m~y have substantial spatial variabi]ity, Although the value of Q might be handled stochastically, the use of l'XJH'rimentally detennined data obtained from small-seale in situ transport eXJH'riments
would be helpful.
Models used to describe the initial attachment of bacteria 10 solid surfaces in
aqueous s~tems have generally invoked eilher a surface frl'!' energy (Absolom et
al.. 1983; Busseher et aI. , 1984) er a colloid stability theory (Marshall et aI. , 1971;
Rutter and Vincent, 1984: van Loosdte(;hl et al., 1989) approach. Allhough
generally considered te be fundamentally different, there al'1! important interrelationships between the two models (Pethica. ]980), and some recent progress has
been made toward. unifying the two approaches (van Loosdl'1!Chl et aI., 199Ob).
However, the surface free energy approach, which involves "shorl-range" interactions (i.e., interfacial tensions), assumes thai the bacteria al'1! in direct contact
with the solid su rface. wherE'a s the colloid stability theory is best used where there
is a separation distance of 1 nm or greater between bacterium and surface (van
Loosdre<:ht et aJ., 1989). The separation assumption is necessary because the colloid
stability model is based upon so-ca lled "long-range" (elertrostahc and van der
Waals) interactiorl5. At shorter distances, Ihe colloid stability model is complica ted
by the existence of other shQrte .... range interactions (e.g., sterie efferts, hydrogen
bonding).
For direct bacterial contact on the solid surface, the extent of allachment is
controlled by the Jurf~ce pl"operties of all three phases (liquid. solid, and bacteria).
The surface thermodynamic apptoach employed by Absolom et al. (1963) involve,
~ balance of sUrfaCi! tensions when a new ph~se boundary (bacterium-solid) is
created because of attachment. i.e.;

(5)
where aF"rl" is the free energy of adhesion and "Y1Is-"YIIt> and "YSI. are the interfad~1
tensions between bacterium and solid, bacterium and liquid, and solid and liquid.
respectively. The difficulty with this approach involves obtaining accurate values
for the v~rious interfacial tens'ons. From theoretical considerations. bacterial
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Figure 6. F..... ~"""'SY of adh~ calculalf<i for E.
coli 26]7 .I. a function 01 substratum sunKII' t ..
lor liq ~;d .urfKe ten,i<)n of 72.8 millil\el'>·tonlrn
(uwrC\lrv~) and 601 .0 milliMWlOnIm (~~
wilt. i""rmiHion from Absolom 1'1 aI. , 1983).
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adhesion increases with increasing surface tension of the solid h sy) if the
bacterium-vapor su rface tension is greater than the liquid·vapor surface tension,
i.e. : 'Y ,-v < "'Ifty. If, however, "'ILV:> "YBY, then bacterial adhesion wouLd be expected
to decrease with increasing surface tensions of the iIoOlid (higher--energy surfaces)
(Absolom III aL 1983). The manner in which f~ energy of adhesion for E. roli
varied as a function of the solid-vapor surface tension in the Absolom et al. study
is depicted in Fig. 6. A potential problem in using this approach 10 predict the
degree ofbacterial sorption in it freshwater aquifer is that most bacteria attaching to
II hke charge surfa<e would be held at a Finite distance from the surface due to
electrostatic repulsion.
Theinteractions between bacteria and particles have most often been e~plained
in tenns of long·range interactions by employing the theories of Oerjaguin and
Landau and Verwey and Overbeek, known collectively as the DLVO theory of
colloid stability. In the ab$oen<.'@ofsterkeffects,thetotalenergyofinteractionasa
function of separation distan<.'@betweenbacteriumand a like-charged surface may
be estimated as the algebraic sum of the repulsive (electrostatic) lind lIttractive (van
der Wallis) forces. Although there are compliations in applying the DL VO theory
to sorption of bacteria (pethka, 1980). it seems to explain the initial phast> of
bacterial adhesion in 11 number of studies (Marshall, 1980. 1985; van Loosdm:ht et
aI. , 1989. 199Oa, 199Ob).
An important parameter in the DL VO model for bacteria-surfa<.'@interaction is
the concentration of electrolyte. This is because the magnitude of electrostatic
repulsion as a function of separation distan<.'@ is rontroUed by the thickness of the
diffuse double layer (electrical double layer) of oounterions in solution, which in
tum IS a function of Ionic strength (Shaw. 1976). The manner In which Ihe 100ai
energy d interaction between bacteria and a negatively charged surface varies with
distaJl<,'@atdifferentcon<.'@ntrationsofelectrolytesisdepictedin Fig. 7.
In highly saline aquifers. the electrical double layer is comprene<l to the point
where the electrostatic energy barrier near the surface no longer el<ists and.
therefo.... the London-van der Waals attractive fOr<:@dominatestheoverallbacteriasurface interaction energies at all separation distances (Fig. 7A). This may allow for
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Fisure 7. Schematic rep~n"'tion of Gibbs energy of intero\C'tion "'"
tWt'f'n a rolJoi.d·sized spt.er. and • like-charpd surf""" as function of
&eparation dilltatlCl' (H) for low (I). intermNi<lte (bl. and high (cl

c-.

ooncentr.tioM of tl...:trolyt...
Total ~"'8Y of interaction.: GEelectrostatic interaction; G... van der W~ int.nction. (ReprodUttd with
p"nninion from van I.oo$dredtt et aI. , 199Oa.)

direct bacteria-surface contact. Since the interaction energy between a bacterium
and a tike-<harged surface is at a minimum right at the surface. bacteria in direct
contact with Ihe surface are considered 10 be irreversibly adsorbed. In drinking
wate r aquifers, the low ionic strength allows for a subslantial electrical double layer
(on the scale of nanometers in thickness), and electrostatic repulsion dominates
such that an energy barrier separates approaching bacteria from Ihe surface. At
extremely low ionic strength (e.g., 10- 4 M). there is a net repulsion that eKie nds for
a considerable distance from the su rface (Fig. 7C). At intennediate ionic st~ngths
(e.g., 10- 2 M). the repulsive and attractive forces interact in a manner which allows
for a secondary minimum of interaction energy at a finite distance (several
nanometers) from the surface (Fig. 78). Although there is a "primary" energy
minimum right at the surface, approaching bacteria lack sufficient kinetic energy to
peneh'ate the repulsive barrier. Bacteria which become trapped at the secondary
minimum are reversibly sorbed and Can be eas ily dislodged by their own motility
or by changes in flow (Manhal!. 1985).
In natural systems, appliaotion of the DLVO model can be complicated by
presenre of exoJXllymers. The presence of polymer on the solid surface as well as
the bacteria can lead to additional interactions (s tene and bridging) as well as
alterations of van del Waals and electrostatic forces (van Loosdrecht et al.. 199Ob).
Although entrapment in the secondary minimum , as predicted by the DLVO
theory, is generally invoked to explain the ability of sorbing bacteria to exhibit a
variety of movement at short distances from the surface (e.g .. Marshall 1'1 ai., 1971).
there is at Least some evidence to the con trary. Abbott et aL . (1983) observed that
about half of the Strrptococcus mutQ"S organ isms sorbing onto clean and proteincoated glass osctllated a short distance from the surface, but apparently were nol
held in a secondary minimum. These authors SUgge5ted that the bacteria were

sorbing to the surfaces by mt~ns of elWpolymers, which can occur over a much
longer distance than is possible with tither van du Waals or electrostatic intffaction s (Rutter, 1980).
Revenibility of att.1chment
Irreversible sorption can be the most significant control of the extent of
b.1cterial transport. This is particularly true for indigenous bacteria that are capable
of surviving for long pt'riods of time under typical groundwater conditions, Since
reversible !IOfPtion is what controls retardation (slowing down of bacterial transport
relative to groundwater /low), it is important to differentiate the two type!! of
adsorption in transport models. However, such differentiation would be difficult in
the absence of a priori information deriving from sorption expt'riments with core
material and the bacteria of interest. Also, although bacteria that U~ reYfl"Sibly
sorbed can be removed by the shearing effects of a water iet or by sharp changes in
chemical conditions (ionic strength, pH, or competing ligand concentrations), tJu>ir
"surface residence times" on aquifer solids may be quite long. This is because
drastic changes in chemistry or in hydraulic conditions in the groundwater
environment are rare. Therefore, it may be useful to incorporate a time frame into
criteria used to differentiate reversibly sorbed from irreversibly sorbed bacteria in
an aquifer.
lneversible sorption or adhesion of bacteria onto :IOlid surfaces has betn
defined as a time-dept'ndent process in which bacteria are no longer subject to
Brownian motion and cannot be recovered by washing (Marshall et aI., 1971).
I....."..crsibl" sorption requires some sort of b;octcrium ·surf~cc conl~ct. Since bact~ri.a
in freshwater aquifers would be unable to contact mosl surfaces because of the
formidable energy barrier created by the overlapping of bacterial and mineral
electrical double layers, the initial adhesion would be largely reversible. Exopolymer is thought to be the primary mechanism responsible for permanent adhesion,
and its role in the "cementing" of aquatic bacteria to sol id surfaces is well
documented (Marshall et aI. , 1971; Corpe, 1974), Although carbon limited, aquifer
bacteria appear to channel a disproportionately large amount of their assimilated
carbon into the production of extracellular and storage polymers. Adherent aquifer
bacteria are often observed under electron microscopy to be anchored by large
amo unts of exopolymer (Ghiorse and Wilson, 1988),
Reversible sorption of bacteria 10 negatively charged surfaces involves the
instantaneous attraction by so-called long-nnge forces near, but not diredly at, the
surface. Bacteria which are reversibly sorbed continue to exhibit Brownilon motion
and can be easily dislodged (Marshall, 1985). In general, the initial sorption of
bacteria in a freshwater aquifer allow ionic strength is, by definition, reversible and
can be an important determinant of bacterial tnnsport. Howevu, it i, not always
clear how best to I"<!ptesent reversible sorption in models. In the Cape Cod study,
it was found that the breakthrough curves could be acrurately simulated by using
either of two approaches to adsoll'tion (Harvey and Garabedian, in press). The first
assumed that adsorption is In$tantaneou$ and linear, but that the propensity of the
Neteria for solid surfaces differs among segments of the population. The second
emp loyed a kinetic approach that assumed that all the bacteria are equa Uy capable
of interacting with solid surfaces, but that the rates of adsorption and desorption
are different. It is likely that sorption of a bacterial population in heterogeneou s
aquifer sediment involves both a kinetic limitation for adsorption and a differen~
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among a!lls in their surfaa' activity. It is dear that detailed studies are needed to
more accurately dl'5CTibe sorption of bacteria onto aquifer material.

GROWTH
Growth of many pathogens and displaced bacteria in groundwater environments is likely to be negligible. since copiotrophic bacteria typically shift their
metabolic capabilities from growth to starvation survival in rE'sponse to lownutrient conditions (Kurath and Morita. 19!13). However. growth ratl'!! of indigenous bacteria moving through aquifers can be significant and must be accounted for
in describing the population's movement downgradient (Harvey and George,
1987). St>veral models involving transport of bacteria Or biodegradable contaminants have employed Monod kinetics to describe bacterial growth dynamics and
utilization of organic carbon (Corapcioglu and Haridu, 1985, 1984; Mol.z et a1.,
1986). The Monod relationship is a hyperbolic function in which growth rate is
related to the concentration of a limiting substrate and to two kinetic '"constants:'
i.e., an asymptotic value defined as the maximum growth rate and the saturation
constant. The laller is equivalent to the substrate concentration that will yield half
the maximum growth rate. Monod kinetics were developed using e~perimental
data derived from labor,IIory balCh systems in which pure bacterial cultures and
weU...:iefined substrates were used. Although Monod kinetics have been su~ss
fully used to describe organic substrate utilization and bacterial growth in aquiferderived laboratory microcosms (Godsy et aI., 1990). their applicability to groundwater habitats has not been demonstrated.
The Monod relationship is used in the description of growth in subsurface
transport models because it generally works well for bacterial populations having
low saturation constants for organic substrates, as would be the case in most
aquifers. However. a complication in this approach is that the kinetic '"ronstants'"
in the Monod equation can be subject to change in response to changes in
temperature, the nature of the substrate. and other factors (Gaudy and Caudy.
1980). TherE'fore, caution should be used in the application of Monod growth
kinetics to problems involving bacterial transport in contaminated groundwater.
particularly where there are temporal and spatial changes in nutrient and physical
conditions or in the bacterial populations themselves.
Growth of heterotrophic bacteria in the aquifer typically results from utilization
of a variety of organic substrates. Therefore, in acrounting for bacterial growth in
transport models, it may be necessary to employ an aggregate measure of
biodelj:radable organic materia]' such as chemical oxygen demand or dissolved
orgamccarbon, instead of concentrations of an individual substrate. Rittmann et.t
(1980) suggested too approach to account for changes in the nature of the
growth-limiting carbon source as preferred s ubstr3tes in a complex contaminant
mixture are used up. However. the "aggregate approach'" could benefit from the
development of better methods for quantifying low levels of readily degraded
dissolved organic carbon, since spatial changes in the nature of this substrate often
occur in zones of contaminated groundwater (Harvey and Barber, s ubmitted).
Before bilcterial growth can be accurately accounted for in models involving
bacterial transport in groundwater. more information on the growth characteristics
of groundwater bacteria is needed. Accurate estimates of in situ growth rates for
aquifer bacteria can be difficult to obtain owing to problems in obta ining unc:on_
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laminated samples, in the methods (frequency of dividing cells, tritiated thymidine
uptake, closed-bottle incuba tions) themselves, and in using a number of inherent
assumptions that may not be applicable to the aquifer (Harvey and George, 1987).
Nevertheless, it appears that growth rates of bacteria in uncontaminated aquifer
sediments are at least several orders of magnitude lower than those observed for
surface sediments (Thorn and Ventullo, 1988). However, bacterial growth in
oligotrophic aquifers can still affect the extent of bacterial transport over long
periods of lime, since groundwater flow can be quite slow
rnIday) and bacterial
movement by intermittent transport can be even slower. Bacterial growth in
organ ically contaminated groundwater can be quite rapid and approach that of at
least some productive surface waters (Harvey and George, 1987). The contribution
of growth to the overall down-gradient movement of indigenous bacteria in some
contaminant plumes would appear to be significant (Harvey and Barber, submitted).

«1

SURVIVAL
Sin«> the initial attachment of bacteria sorbing to solid surfaces in freshwater
systems is generally rt'versible (Marshall, 1985), the ultimate limitation of bacterial
pathogen migration in groundwater may involve the duration of viability. For some
bacterial pathogens, mortality in the groundwater environment can be quite
significant. Survival of displaced bacteria in the aquifer can involve a number of
factors, induding the bacterial specie! involved; temperature; the presence of
microbial competitors, pi"t'dators, and parasites; groundwater chemistry; organic
matter; and the degree of attachment. Generally, there is an initial period of
rt'latively consIant abundance. This is followed by a period in which tem poral
change in abundance may be modeled by exponential decline. The initial period
befort' exponential decline may vary from days in highly contaminated waler to
months under oligotrophic conditions (Matthess et aI., 1988). For some displaced
bacteria, die-off times in groundwater appear to be slow and a l-order-ofmagnitude i"t'duction in abundan«> can involve several weeks or longer (Crane and
Moore, 1984; Bitton et al " \983). A review of the factors involved in survival of
displaced bacterial populations in the subsurface is provided by Yates and Yates
(1988).
Lysis of bacteria in the groundwater environment can result from unfavorable
conditions, such as a lack of suffident nutrients needed for ce ll ma intenance Or
significant changes in salinity, or from parasites (e.g., bacteriophages or Bdellovibrio
sp .). Bacteria lhal are indigenous 10 groundwater environments seem 10 be well
adapted to low-nutrient conditions. Therefore, oligotrophic populations art' likely
to survive for long periods of time and even proliferate under conditions of severe
nutrient limitation found in mO!lt contaminated groundwater. The extent of
mortality due to parasitism in populations of indigenous groundwater bacteria is
not known, but could be substantial in aquifers that art' highly contaminated with
organic material. The ability of genetically engineei"t'd bacteria to survive in the
aquifer is also unclear and promises to be an important topic of futurt' research.
Until recently, it was assumed that bactivorous protozoa were likely to be
absent in most aquifers, since eucaryotic microorganisms were typically not
detected in direct microsropic examinations of aq uifeT core material (Chiorse and
Balkwill, 1983; Wilson et al., 1983; Harvey et aI., 1984). Also, bacterial abundana?S
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in groundwater appea red to be too low to support growth of a protozoan
popula tion. However, it now Ippell'S that this assumption is incorrect, at least fOT
a number of aquifers. Sinclair and Ghiorse (1987) ~ntly reported sul$ta ntial
numbers of protozoa in uncontaminated aquifer sediments that cou ld be detected
by using a most-probable-number te<:hnique, and Kinner et al. (1990), using both
culturing and direct counting methods, have detected protozoa in contaminated
aquifer sediments. Where present, protozoa are likely to constitute a significant
sink for bacteria being transported in groundwater and, consequently, should be
ao:ounted for in transport models.

GROUNDWATER CONDITIONS

Groundwater conditions can have a significant effect upon the extent and
reversibility of bacterial sorption onto solid surfa~s in the aquifer. In general.
bacterial attachment to stationary surfaces in an aquifercan be predicted to increase
with increasing ionic strength. Increasing propensity for bacterial attachment with
increasing ionic strength has been demonstrated for a variety of surfaces. e.g.,
muscovite (Scholl et al.. in press). hydroxyapatite (CQrdon and Millero, 1984),
quartz sand (Sharma et aI., 1985). and glass (MarshaU et aI., 1971). A decrease in
ionic strength to the point where bacteria are repelled from the surfaces o;:au5l'!l
release of those cells which were reversibly sorbed (e.g., Marshall et al., 1971). Ionic
composition is also important in bacterial attachment; catdum and magnesium ions
appear to be particularly important and have bi'f>n shown to be a requirement for
irreversible sorption of a PsnldomulUls sp. onto glass (Marshall et a1.. 1971).
The pH of the groundwater can have a significant effect upon bacterial
attachment. In general, bacteria seem to sorb more readily to most su rfa~s under
slightly acidic conditions, although l'Xcr>ptions to this rule have been reported.
Scholl et al. (in press) reported greater so rption of a groundwater isolate onto
quartz at pH S than at pH 7. In contrast, maximal adhesion of P. lInugillUSII onto
stainless steel occurred under near-neutral rondi tioTl5. Abbott et aL (1983) reported
that sorption of S. mul~1'lS onto de~n and protein-coated glass surfaces was
reLatiyely insensitive to pH. Therefore, the r(lle of pH upon bacterial sorption
behavior may depend not only upon the chemistry of the groundwater, but the
nature of the surfaces involyed.
Dissolyed organic matter can affect bacterial transport in groundwater by
sorbing to abiotic surfaces. By sorbing to mineral surfaces in the aquifer, organics
can substantively alter their sorptive characteristics. Sorbed proteins ha ve generally
been observed to have an inhibitory effect upon bacterial attachment (Pratt-Terpstra
et aI. , 1987; Pringle and Fletcher, 1986). Decre~sed sorption of bacteria onto
hydrophobic surfaces has been shown to occur with surfactants (Goldberg et aL,
1990), and fulvic acid has been shown to decrease bacteriophage sorption onto soils
(Bixby and O'Brien, 1979).
In addition to the effect upon bacteria growth rate. dissolved organic matteT
may also a6ect a bacterium's transport behavior in groundwater by causing
alteration in cell size and hydr(lphobicity. Starvation is known to caUSl' dwarfmg in
a number 01 bacteria, particularly in copiolrophic species (Kjelleberg.. 1984; Hum phrey I't al., 1983). BecauSl' smaller bacteria exhibit greater Brownian motion, they
would have ~ greater tendency to become immobilized in sandy aquifer sediments
than do larger bacteria possessing similar surface cha r~cteristks (see Immobiliza-
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tion , above). Furthenl"lOre, it has been obse ..... ed that sta ..... ation conditions can also
cause an increase in cell hydrophobicity and, C(lnsequently, an increased propen·
sity for attachment, at least in some species (Kjelleberg. 1984; Dawson et al. , 1981).
However. the relationship between sta .....ation conditions and bacterial tendency for
attachment is not entirely dear. There it at least one report suggl'5ting that
sta ..... ation C(lnditior\$ can lead to. dl'O"l'ase in hydr(lphobidty (Wrangstadh et aI.,
1986). In Il'«'nt investigations involving organically C(lntaminated aquifers, it has
been obse .....ed that bacterial partitioning to the solid phase increases with Incre,u·
ing distance from the source of contamination (Godsy et aI., submitted; Harvey and
George, 1986). This suggests that unattached bacteria that are further away from
their IJ1.iIjor source of organic substrate lJ1.iIy have a greater tendency for attachment.
However, it is dear that the roll' of organic IJ1.iItter in bacterial transport in
gr(lundwater need s further study .
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